
EXCLUSIVE WRITING INSTRUMENTS WITH INTEGRAL STAMP_

A STEP AHEAD
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Many people appreciate exclusive writing instr uments as a means of

emphasising their individuality. Goldring is the expression of our ef for ts to

meet this demand as fully as possible.

Lasting values provide you with a sense of security . Goldring writing

instr uments are characterised by timeless design, accuracy and reliability.

The components, stamp mechanism and finishing processes comply

with the highest quality standar ds.

QUALITY AND DEMAND_



WRITE_

AND SEAL_

Writing by hand gives your news a personal
touch. Goldring writing instr uments meet the
highest demands for design and quality.

For stamping with the Classic Line you can choose 
between the three-line text plate (Automatic) or
four-line text plate (Grandomatic and Delphin).

The repeater mechanism allows you to change
smoothly with one hand between the writing and
stamping functions. Simply push the cap of the
pen downwards – the textplate automatically aligns
itself horizontally ready for stamping. Pushing the
cap up again closes the pen.

Standard cartridge made of high-quality
tungsten carbide provides the best possible
writing comfor t. The life of the cartridge is
more than 1000 metres.

Patented stamp
mechanism is comfor table,

easy and clean to use.

Even distribution of pres-
sure on the textplate for
a clean impression. There
is room for a three or four-
line textplate, depending
on the model.

All moving parts are
securely attached to the
writing utensil – nothing
can get lost.
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AUTOMATIC_

302141_

302130_ Stainless steel,
polished

302120_ matt
black

302132_ Diamond-patter n,
chrome-plated

302108_ Lacquered,
marbled red

To make a good impression with your personal stamp,
the "AUTOMA TIC" series features slim ballpoint pens
in a simple but stylish design.

- three-line stamp plate

- high-quality standar d car tridges

- printing mechanism

- seven dif ferent designs

SIMPLE, STYLISH_

Barbara Anderson
456 Laburnum Grove

Yeoville, North Yorks

TEXT PLATE SIZE_
max. 35mm x 7mm (3 lines of text)
textplate thickness: 1.5mm

Striped, 
24 carat
gold-plated



AUTOMATIC_

DELPHIN_

303533_ Matt chrome

303541_

302107_ Lacquered,
marbled green

302104_ Lacquered,
marbled blue

The "DELPHIN" fountain pens give a dignified
touch to moments of par ticular significance.

- four-line stamp plate

- removable stamp mechanism

- gilded spring with alloyed iridium tip

- medium spring strength

- commercial ink car tridges

PRECIOUS, SIGNIFICANT_

Striped, 
24 carat
gold-plated

TEXT PLATE SIZE_
max. 35mm x 9mm (4 lines of text)

textplate thickness: 1.5mm

Charles Duncan-Boles
123, Cornwall Road

Stampton SW7, 511T
Great Britain
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GRANDOMATIC_

304141_

304130_ Stainless steel,
polished

304120_ matt
black

304107_ Lacquered,
marbled green

304104_ Lacquered,
marbled blue

304108_ Lacquered,
marbled red

304132_ Diamond-patter n,
chrome-plated

- four-line stamp plate

- high-quality standar d car tridges

- printing mechanism

- seven dif ferent designs

HIGH-QUALITY, ELEGANT_

TEXT PLATE SIZE_
max. 35mm x 9mm (4 lines of text)
textplate thickness: 1.5mm

Linda Stonewell
2565 Williams Street

Gucester, Ontario L3 R 3W4
Phone: 905-345-9834

Striped, 
24 carat
gold-plated



308533_ Replacement nib
matt chrome, medium,
suitable for 303533 

308633_ Replacement nib
matt chrome, wide,
suitable for 303533

307162_ Refills
D1 blue, packed in 5’s 
for stainless steel and Twin

307165_ Refills
D1 black, packed in 5’s 
for stainless steel and Twin

7011_ Re-inking ink
for the pad available
in black, blue, red,
violet, green

REPLACEMENT PARTS AND ACCESSORIES_

MOUNTING OF TEXT PLATES_

To attach the text plate, release
the stamp mechanism with the ink
pad to the right.

Remove protective film.

Hold the textplate so that the text
shows in reverse

Af fix the text plate.

It’s simple: Unscr ew the ball pen
in the middle, change the standard
refill and screw it together again.

RE-INKING_

A few drops of ink are suf ficient
for a clear impression.

Do not over-ink the pad!

Goldring writing instr uments are
per fect for personal gifts.

Adver tising logo:
– on the end of the pen
– alongside the clip

1-4 colour imprint with the
designs Stainless Steel, Matt
black/chr ome.

Laser engraving with designs Matt
Black, Varnish Marble, Gold Striped
and Chrome Square.

308549_ Replacement nib
gold-plated, medium,
suitable for 303541

308649_ Replacement nib
gold-plated, wide,
suitable for 303541

307262_ Refills
brass D1 blue, packed
in 10’s for all designs
except stainless steel

307265_ Refills
brass D1 black, packed
in 10’s for all designs
except stainless steel

85138_ Presentation case

73897_ Standard case
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GOLDRING AS
AN ADVERTISING
MEDIUM_

CHANGING
THE REFILL_



Trodat GmbH_ Linzer Strasse 156, 4600 Wels, Austria
internet_ www.trodat.net, e-mail_ trodat@at.tr odat.net 

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT_

Trodat's quality policy is characterised by the

principles and objectives that lead to consistent

fur ther development in terms of our employees,

manufacturing processes and materials. 

What are the implications for Trodat? 

Our cer tification under EN ISO 9001 (since 21 June,

1995) ensures the highest degree of quality at all

stages of processing.

Ever y single Goldring writ ing instr ument is

tested befor e it  leaves our factor y.

The inks used in the stamp pads are water-

based, non-toxic and free of heavy metals.

Trodat products are protected by international

patents.


